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Dear Mr. Vogel and Mr. Whitesell,

Trustees

The Committee of 100 on the Federal City is once again participating in the Section 106
process reviewing alternate proposals for visitor screening at the Washington Monument.
I won't review the unfortunate history of our relationship with NPS ten years ago and
beginning again two years ago on this matter. The important point is that, while
conducting the required reviews, NPS has consistently refused to engage C100 directly
and openly in connection with its proposed alternate, which would not require irreversible
damage to be done to the historic fabric of the building or the grounds. Subsequent to an
on-site conversation with Captain Harasek last week, we have submitted a new version of
it to Jennifer Talken-Spaulding. This latest proposal is for installation of a security system
which would have no effect whatsoever on historic elements of the building.
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In the first round of attempts by NPS to construct underground visitor access through the
foundations and cellar of the Monument, the various review bodies and Congress were
unpersuaded of its necessity. Given the present economic conditions, and the cost of
tunneling and of modifying the recently completed Olin landscape relative to the cost of
installing an improved security system within the Monument, it is difficult to believe that
Congress would choose to finance the larger undertaking. Yet Congress has indicated its
dislike of the present situation.
We were encouraged to send you the present material by Mr. Whitesell's expressed
interest at last week's meeting. We hope that our recent submission will inaugurate a new
era of open and constructive discussion between C100 and NPS.
Thank you for your early consideration of this matter,
Don Alexander Hawkins, Member, Planning Subcommittee

